
ALL EMF is Cumulative 
These are the four types of EMF 

(electromagnetic fields): 

Electric Fields + Magnetic Fields + Radio 
Frequency + Dirty Electricity. 

RF: 4G, 5G, cell towers, smart meters, 
WiFi, etc. maybe the “straw” that breaks 

the camels back for many people . . .  

BUT in reality, as much as RF is "a" 
problem "THE" problem is ALL of it 

added together. 

The best way to fight all EMF is to 
lighten your load and SWITCH it off 

especially at night to sleep better and 
strengthen your immune system 

SLEEP IS THE FOUNDATION OF 
GOOD HEALTH

The EMFSafeSwitch is manufactured In 
America in a 508A UL listed industrial 

panel shop (not a kit of parts). It is safe. 

IT IS A REMOTE CONTROLLED CUT-OFF 
DEVICE FOR SELECTED CIRCUITS MOST 

IMPORTANTLY IN YOUR SLEEP AREA. 

Two or four remote control zones available 
to suit your lifestyle: bedrooms, bathroom, 

home office, entertainment room, etc. 

OUR UNIT IS DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO 
YOUR HOME MAIN ELECTRICAL PANEL. 

Makes the task of throwing the 
breakers obsolete and replaces it 
with something simple and SAFE!

Mitigating Modern Exposure 

UL listed and Manufactured in 
America by: 

Turn your bedroom, home office, 
den etc. into an EMF mitigated 

sanctuary . . . LiveEMFSafe 



TAKE ACTION - SLEEP IS THE 
FOUNDATION OF GOOD HEALTH 

Got symptoms? 
A compromised immune system? 
Not getting a good nights sleep? 

Headache 
Fatigue / tiredness 

Attention deficit 
Irritability 
Tinnitus? 

Your EMF load might be the problem 
and most in home originating EMF can 
simply be turned off, especially at night 

when it doesn’t need to be on. But, 
flipping the breakers is NOT the 

convenient or safe way. 

New to EMF? 
Need to build your immune system? 
Need a sleep solution or just want to 
know what EMF has to do with your 

health? Visit:

The Cause 
Electromagnetic fields (EMF) are 

everywhere . . . 


But did you know for most people 70% 
+/- of their total daily EMF load 

(exposure) comes from inside their home, 
primarily the wires in the walls and floors 
which put out an electric field up to 6 - 8 

feet into the room.

The EMFSafeSwitch turns off the 
electrical circuits that affect your 

sleeping area . . . SAFELY 

At night your brain interprets all 4 
types of EMF as light and thus 

restricts the release of melatonin. This 
results in poor, shallow sleep and 

adds stress to your immune system 

Using an EMFSafeSwitch at night 
lowers your daily EMF LOAD, helps 

you sleep and strengthens your 
immune system. 

The EMFSafeSwitch is UL listed and 
comes ready to install next to your 

main electrical panel, it is NOT a kit.

Learn to: 
Measure 

Understand 
Mitigate 

(Remove/reduce EMF) so you can 
Mend. 

We are here to help you identify the 
problem, measure it, understand it 

and provide solutions . . . 

See the slide show on our website. 

The Problem TheSolution 


